
À propos de Nice (1930), Directed by Jean Vigo
Four years before releasing his masterpiece L’Atalante, Jean Vigo made this 
avant-garde gem. The lm starts off as a straight travelogue but soon turns into 
a satirical portrait of the town of Nice, France. It's a start of many new cinemas— 
quick montage, overhead shot and quite a few scenes from almost impossible 
angles. 25 min. France 

Trance and Dance in Bali (1952), Trance and Dance in Bali (1952), Directed by Margaret Mead & Gregory 
Bateson
This short documentary was shot by Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson 
during their visits to Bali in the 1930s. The lm was released in 1952. It was 
selected for preservation in the National Film Registry in 1999. 22 min. USA

Land Without Bread (1933), Directed by Luis Buñuel
A surrealist approach to the anthropological expedition. "Those graceless 
mountains fascinated me, as did the poverty and the intelligence of their mountains fascinated me, as did the poverty and the intelligence of their 
inhabitants. I was amazed at their erce attachment to this sterile country, this 
'breadless' earth. In fact, fresh bread was just about unheard of, except when 
someone brought back a dried loaf from Andalusia,"— Luis Buñuel in The Last 
Sigh. 30 min. Spain

Morley Safer’s Red China Diary (1967), CBS News
Posing as traveling archaeologists, CBS newsmen Morley Safer and John Peters 
talked their way into Red China. A 21-day visit provides views of ve principal talked their way into Red China. A 21-day visit provides views of ve principal 
cities. The newsmen interview students, factory workers, and members of the 
Red Guard. The resulting lm emphasizes the impact of the cultural revolution 
of Chairman Mao-Tse-Tung. 55 min. USA

Vernon, Florida (1981), Directed by Errol Morris
Errol Morris’s second feature documentary proles various residents in the town 
of Vernon, Florida. Many of them exhibit unusually close relationships to 
animals, including a turtle keeper, a worm farmer, and most memorably, an animals, including a turtle keeper, a worm farmer, and most memorably, an 
extremely enthusiastic turkey hunter. A preacher gives a sermon on the 
denition of the word "Therefore”, and an elderly couple shows off their jar of 
sand that they instist, thanks to radiation, has begun to multiply. 55 min. USA/
West Germany

This Friday, March 9th at 6:00pm in 135 Thayer, The Cinémathèque Presents... 


